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Firepower abounds for Japanese equitiesFirepower abounds for Japanese equities

Japanese equities ended 2023 on a high note. Japan’s post pandemic re-opening,

accommodative monetary stance, high equity risk premiums and improving corporate

governance reforms were important tailwinds for Japanese equities in 2023. 

 

WisdomTree’s Japan Equity UCITS ETF (DXJZ) gained 25.3% in 20231. Taking a hedged

exposure, amidst the weaker yen versus the US dollar, with WisdomTree’s Japan Equity UCI

TS (USD Hedged) ETF (DXJ) provided a higher return of 41.7% in 20231. Dollar-based

investors get a free carry trade sweetener for tapping into Japanese equities. Investors

can earn a 5.99% return from swapping their in-demand dollar for yen, near the highest

level since 20001.  

 

The outperformance of the WisdomTree Japan Dividend UCITS Indexes versus the MSCI Japan

Dividend net Total Return Index is closely tied to its higher tilt towards dividend-

paying Japanese exporters, as highlighted below. Export-oriented companies are defined

as those companies that derive at least 20% of their revenue from countries outside

Japan. The higher stock selection in sectors such as industrials, consumer

discretionary, information technology, health care and financials played an important

role in the outperformance. 
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Source: Factset, WisdomTree as of 29 December 2023. Historical performance is not an indication of futureHistorical performance is not an indication of future

performance and any investments may go down in value.performance and any investments may go down in value.

  

Over the last 12 months Japan has benefited from global investor inflows who are

diversifying their investments in Asia, with geopolitical tensions and sluggish

growth causing a rotation from China to Japan. There are several catalysts in

place to fuel Japan’s equity market rally:

 

1) Increasing capex & higher wage growth  

2) Revamping the Nippon Individual Savings Account (NISA) 

3) Corporate Japan’s ongoing reform initiatives 

 

 

Capex outlook bolstered by manufacturersCapex outlook bolstered by manufacturers

The end of deflation is a catalyst unique to Japan. The Bank of Japan’s (BOJ) December

Tankan survey indicates manufacturers will continue to boost capex in fiscal 2024 to

prepare for the next growth cycle. Manufacturers plan to increase capex in fiscal 2024

by 14.6%2. Higher cash holdings for Japanese corporates and labour shortages are

important incentives to invest in automation over the long run. Japan is at a

demographic crossroads. The employment conditions diffusion index (DI) highlights

Japan’s labour shortage to be the worst in 30 years3. To compensate, companies will need

to invest in improving productivity. 

 

 

Demographics driving wage inflationDemographics driving wage inflation

At the same time, waning labour supply owing to an aging population is likely to bring

back wage growth. The spring wage growth negotiations in 2023 drove wages up by 3.6%4

(the highest level in 30 years) and 2024 could see a further rise. Demand continues to

increase in healthcare and social welfare owing to increasing domestic demand. Strong

wage growth remains the key to the sustainability of inflation and inflation is likely

to influence investors choice of asset allocations. As long as Japanese equities

continue to benefit from inflation, we believe it would be natural for funds to

increasingly flow into Japanese equities. 

 

 

Japan’s savings to investment driveJapan’s savings to investment drive
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Japan is transforming into an asset management led nation under the leadership of Prime

Minister Kishida. In an effort to unlock nearly US$14Trn of household financial assets

tied up in cash deposits, Japanese leaders are embarking upon reforms, like the

introduction of 401(k)s in the US back in the 1970s. This is being done with the

introduction of a revised Nippon Individual Savings Account “NISA” program offering tax

benefits and portability. Starting in 2024 maximum investment amounts allowed under NISA

have been increased and investors can enjoy the system’s tax benefits permanently.  

 

 

Source: Japan Financial Services Agency (FSA), WisdomTree as of 31 December 2023. The Tsumitate NISA is a tax-

efficient investment account designed for monthly investments into Japanese-domiciled mutual funds

 

 

Japan’s wave of reformJapan’s wave of reform

Corporate Japan’s ongoing reform initiatives, which include the Tokyo Stock

Exchange’s (TSE) March 2023 announcement dubbed the “Price to Book (PBR)

Guideline”, discussed here had a strong impact on companies. This was evident

from the immediate rise in payout ratios following the announcements. By the end

of January, the TSE plans to provide a list of companies that have either

disclosed capital efficiency measures or have such measures under consideration.

There is a strong likelihood that companies ‘under consideration’ could surprise

on the upside with capital return announcements in the upcoming results season. 
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Source: Factset, WisdomTree as of 31 December 2023. Historical performance is not an indication of futureHistorical performance is not an indication of future

performance and any investments may go down in value.performance and any investments may go down in value.

 

Japan continues to deliver strong earnings results Japan continues to deliver strong earnings results 

Japan’s economy has continued to recover, and we expect the economy to withstand the

modest slowdown in global growth. Japanese equities are testing 34-year highs in 2024,

bolstered by 2Q FY3/24 earnings results. Net income for Japanese equities came in 6.2%

ahead of consensus, with beats concentrated in domestic-oriented sectors including

utilities & food/household products5. Corporate reforms had a significant impact on

chemicals and auto parts sectors. Japan’s earnings revision breadth remains in positive

territory in contrast to earnings trends in China and Europe. Positive earnings

revisions alongside a structural trend to rising return on equity (ROE) is supporting

Japan’s equity outperformance versus the rest of the world. 

 

Source: Factset, WisdomTree as of 31 December 2023. Historical performance is not an indication of futureHistorical performance is not an indication of future

performance and any investments may go down in value.performance and any investments may go down in value.

  

  

Monetary policy likely to stay on hold until Q2 Monetary policy likely to stay on hold until Q2 
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An important concern in 2024 remains the path of monetary policy by the BOJ, its

impact on the yen and the repercussions for Japanese equities. Governor Ueda

told Prime Minister Kishida that the Bank will monitor the strength of domestic

demand, taking into consideration whether higher wages push services prices

higher and the 2024 wage outlook. Recent inflation data continues to slow, as

the prior high import costs work through the system amidst soft domestic demand.

We expect the BOJ to exit negative interest rates in Q2, taking into

consideration the spring wage negotiations. The yen may appreciate in H2 2024,

on narrowing US-Japan interest rate spreads. A stronger yen could renew concerns

over a possible negative effect on Japanese corporate earnings. However, a

strong yen may not be too much of a hindrance to Japanese equities, with the

market set on the theme of further vitality in the economy with rising wages and

improving capex. 

 

 

Sources Sources 

1 Factset, WisdomTree as of 31 December 2023

2 Bank of Japan, 13 December 2023

3 Bloomberg as of 31 December 2023

4 Japanese Trade Union Confederation (Rengo) 

5 IBES, Factset, MSCI Japan 

 

 

Related blogs Related blogs 

+ What's Hot: The Bank of Japan can't let go

+ A stock exchange policy update opens a compelling case for Japan

+ What's Hot: Corporate governance reforms are working for Japan

+ What's Hot: Bank of Japan sitting on the fence on easy policy exit

+ Yen's gains look capped

+ Markets embrace the Higher-for-Longer theme

 

Related ProductsRelated Products

+ WisdomTree Japan Equity UCITS ETF - USD Hedged (DXJ)

+ WisdomTree Japan Equity UCITS ETF - JPY Acc (DXJZ/DXJG)

+ WisdomTree Japan Equity UCITS ETF - USD Hedged Acc (DXJA)

+ WisdomTree Short JPY Long USD 3x Daily (SJP3)

+ WisdomTree Short JPY Long EUR 3x Daily (JPE3)

 

View the online version of this article here.
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Important InformationImportant Information

 

Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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